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A detective tracks a poetry-obsessed serial bomber—meter by deadly meter—in an explosively

clever short story by international bestselling author Jeffery Deaver.When an improvised

explosive device is found outside a hospital, the understaffed Middleton PD knows it’s up

against a pro. No one takes credit for the sophisticated device—all that Detective Jake Sloan

has to go on is a poem. The cryptic rhyme surfaced shortly after the bomb scare. But ex-soldier

and football player Sloan has never been much of a poetry buff. When a second verse turns up,

containing a message in code, he solicits the help of English professor Ciara Hawkins.

Together, they rush to read between the lines and stop the countdown to tragedy. But as the

clock ticks, Sloan senses that beneath this complex case is a motive that is simpler and more

disturbing than anyone could have anticipated.

About the AuthorJeffery Deaver is a former journalist, folk singer, and attorney whose novels

have appeared on bestseller lists around the world, including in the New York Times, the Times

of London, Italy’s Corriere della Sera, the Sydney Morning Herald, and the Los Angeles Times.

His books are sold in 150 countries and have been translated into twenty-five languages.The

author of more than forty novels, eighty short stories, and a nonfiction law book, as well as the

lyricist of a country-western album, he’s received or been short-listed for dozens of

awards.Deaver’s Lincoln Rhyme thriller The Broken Window was named best novel of the year

by the International Thriller Writers (ITW). His stand-alone novels The Bodies Left Behind and

Edge were also nominated for ITW prizes, as was his short story The Victims’ Club. He has

been awarded the Ian Fleming Steel Dagger and the Short Story Dagger by the British Crime

Writers’ Association, and he is a winner of the British Thumping Good Read Award and the

Nero Award. The Cold Moon was named the book of the year by the Mystery Writers of Japan.

In addition, the Japan Adventure Fiction Association gave The Cold Moon and Carte Blanche

its annual Grand Prix award. Deaver’s book The Kill Room was awarded the Political Thriller of

the Year award by Killer Nashville, and his collection of short stories Trouble in Mind was

nominated for best anthology by that organization as well.Deaver, who was named a Grand

Master by Mystery Writers of America (MWA) in 2020, has been honored with the Lifetime

Achievement Award at Bouchercon, the World Mystery Convention, and with the Raymond

Chandler Award for lifetime achievement in Italy. Strand Magazine also presented him with a

Lifetime Achievement Award. Deaver has been nominated for an Anthony, a Shamus, and a

Gumshoe, as well as for eight Edgar Awards from MWA. He served two terms as president of

that prestigious organization.His audiobook The Starling Project, starring Alfred Molina, was a

finalist for the Audie Award in 2016. Deaver contributed to the anthologies In the Company of

Sherlock Holmes and Books to Die For, the latter of which won the Anthony and Agatha

Awards.Deaver’s most recent novels are The Final Twist, The Goodbye Man, and The Never

Game in his Colter Shaw series; the Lincoln Rhyme novels The Midnight Lock, The Cutting

Edge, The Burial Hour, and The Steel Kiss; Solitude Creek, a Kathryn Dance thriller; and The

October List, a thriller told in reverse. For the Kathryn Dance novel XO, Deaver wrote an album

of country-western songs, available on iTunes and as a CD. Before that, he wrote Carte

Blanche, a James Bond continuation novel and a #1 international bestseller. Deaver’s recent

short fiction includes A Perfect Plan, featuring Lincoln Rhyme; Cause of Death; Turning Point;

Forgotten and The Second Hostage, featuring Colter Shaw; and Buried, part of the Ebook Tops



Original Stories collection Hush.Deaver’s book A Maiden’s Grave was made into an HBO

movie starring James Garner and Marlee Matlin, and his novel The Bone Collector was a

feature release from Universal Pictures starring Denzel Washington and Angelina Jolie.

Deaver’s Lincoln Rhyme / Amelia Sachs novels were the basis for the nine-episode NBC TV

show Lincoln Rhyme: Hunt for the Bone Collector. Lifetime aired an adaptation of his book The

Devil’s Teardrop. And yes, the rumors are true: he did appear as a corrupt reporter on his

favorite soap opera, As the World Turns. He was born outside Chicago and has a bachelor’s

degree in journalism from the University of Missouri and a law degree from Fordham

University.Visit his website at www.jefferydeaver.com.
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Shasti O’Leary Soudant1October 7Professional IEDs do not have visible timers attached to

them.No glowing numbers, much less clockfaces and ominous tick, tick, ticking . . .If they’re to

be remotely detonated, the device is triggered by a cell phone—an untraceable burner,

appropriately nicknamed. But a timed IED is controlled by a tiny silicon chip that counts down

to the devastation without a hint of visual clue and in complete silence.So if you are, say, a

twenty-seven-year-old officer with Middleton PD, splitting duties between Patrol and Bomb

Squad, you have no goddamn idea if the improvised explosive device two feet from your face is

set to blow in three hours. Or five seconds.Lean, mustachioed Tony Kleppe, presently lying on

his belly on the edge of Spenser Court in downtown, had learned ordnance disposal and

render-safe procedures in the army. His chops were pretty much up to date, even though he

rarely got the chance to use them in Middleton. He’d had four IED calls since he’d been on the

force. The first was a suspicious package in front of a women’s health clinic (the “bomb” was a

sheaf of Christian literature and an alarm clock). Then there were the two incidents over the

past couple of years involving unstable, abusing husbands who had taken their families

hostage and rigged their double-wides to explode—a mostly harmless contraption of

gunpowder in one case and butane in the other. Kleppe had truly enjoyed participating in the

energetic arrest of those reprehensible felons.Then, there was the big one: made of no-

nonsense RDX and a military-style timer and placed outside of the county courthouse. It was

courtesy of some foolish but lethal militia movement whose target was the “evil tentacles of

government,” according to an online post.In each of those situations, Kleppe or one of his

fellow cops had rendered safe using the robot that even the lower-middle-income city of

Middleton had been able to afford.The IED the young officer was presently addressing, though,

was not accessible to the unit, so he would have to defuse it by hand. Letting it blow or

destroying it with a controlled explosion was not an option here, it had been decided. The damn

thing nestled deep in a drainage trough against a wall of Middleton General Hospital, an

ancient redbrick building whose wall would crumble like kids’ blocks under the force of a blast.

Patients—about two hundred—were being evacuated, but it would take another hour to get

them all out, given that some were on critical care systems. There was a risk, too, that an

explosion here might become an explosion elsewhere; hospitals, as every Bomb Squad officer

knew, were IEDs in themselves, filled with flammable gases and oxygen, running through the

walls and stored in tanks that, if ignited, could take out the entire block.Kleppe was in a bomb

suit, a ghastly outfit that weighed nearly a hundred pounds. It protected his head, his chest,

torso, legs and arms. But not hands. Officers on this detail knew that if the thing went off they

might survive, but their hands would be appendages of the past. Disability payments were now

electronic, so one wouldn’t have to worry about signing the checks.The device had been

assembled by someone who knew what they were doing. The bang stuff was a beige rectangle

of material that resembled the clay his grade-school daughter wadded into dinosaurs and Hello



Kitties. Duct taped to the top were the brains and battery, contained in a black box four by five

inches. Beneath it, pushed into the wad, would be the detonator.“I make it a ki of C-4 or RDX,”

he radioed. “Anderson Products timed detonator.” He was wired and speaking to the command

post, a safe block away, where the head of Emergency Incidents was stationed, along with

Kleppe’s captain and a dozen other officers.“A full ki?” came through his earbuds.“Affirmative.”

This was a significant amount of explosives. A pro load, it was called, like the courthouse

bomb.“Control box is big enough, could have secondary, tertiary, circuits . . . can’t tell.”Bomb

makers, anticipating smart cops, sometimes built additional triggers into their devices, like

rocker switches that set the thing off if you picked it up and tilted it. The more sophisticated had

shielded circuits that were impervious to electromagnetic pulses. Bomb makers were, in their

own way, artists.And where was the countdown?Don’t think.Render safe.From his toolbox he

took a small electric screwdriver and leaned close, delicately unscrewing the top.So

far . . .Peering into the guts, a collection of wires and chips, Kleppe said, “Better run a reverse

circuit.”This involved making the main board think the battery was still wired to the detonator,

when, in fact, that portion of the cable had been cut, and no trigger—the timer or rocker switch

or anything else—would set off the explosive. This usually worked, though occasionally a

master bomb maker wrote an algorithm that sensed that the new current was slightly higher or

lower than the original and set off the detonator anyway.Kleppe backed away slightly and

reached into his bag again, removing a small box with wires ending in alligator clips. One he

attached to the timer box lead and the other to the battery wire. He gripped pliers and turned

back to face his enemy.He thought of all the bad movies where the hero was thinking, Do I cut

the red wire or the yellow wire? That was stupid. Every disposal expert knew which one to cut.

That was never an issue. The question was, Would cutting equal detonation?He eased closer

to the rectangle, reflecting on the fact that one difference between the Hello Kitty clay and the

IED was that this material exploded at thirty thousand feet a second.Thinking of his wife, his

daughter.Thinking of putting in for a transfer. DUI stops weren’t so bad.Kleppe fitted the sharp

teeth of the pliers around the battery wire. And began to squeeze—gently, of course, so that he

didn’t risk waking the device as it slept silent and slept blind, inches from his hands.2The Pen

in Middleton PD, up a flight of unnecessarily steep stairs, had recently been dolled up: some

new furniture, a misplaced ceiling fan (in the literal sense—the corner of the room), a paint job,

four new doorknobs, new carpet on 60 percent of the floor.On the whole, Sloan thought, he

could’ve lived with the old, given that the paint used last week contained something that

burned your throat and made your eyes sting and water. He’d joked it was CS gas lite.Sloan,

forty-one, was a blunt man. A face that was fit and handsome in the way of a former football

player, though one who’d been targeted with some frequency. Broad shoulders, crew-cut hair,

trim hips, thick thighs. On weekends, when he wasn’t in the bleachers, he was on some park

field himself, amateur gridiron. The games were flag or touch. Usually around the third quarter,

they turned into tackle.A scar crescented his cheek. This had not come from the line of

scrimmage.He was a senior gold shield, and his cubicle was close to the windows, affording a

view of anemic Tudor Park. He was hot—the October day was unseasonal—and he walked to

a pane now and tried to open it but the frame was still painted shut.He’d complained to

Maintenance twice.And it wasn’t even a new color, just the same hospital police department

funeral parlor morgue recruiting station beige.He pulled off his dark-gray sports coat and

draped it over his chair. His slacks were tan, his shirt white, and he wore no tie. They could be

used as lassos by the bad guys. His Glock 17 and holster went into a drawer.“Who’s it gonna

be, Sloan?” This was from Leon Williams, who worked Narcotics. His cubicle was at the far end

of the Pen, and he’d shouted. Several heads turned to hear Sloan’s response.“Kansas City. By



twelve.”“You going?”Sloan scoffed. He hadn’t missed a game this year.“Ain’t going to be very

popular.”Sloan said, “So, you tell people in the stands who you’re betting on?”He sat down at

his file-covered desk. Made notes on the Fanelli case and stuffed them in a folder. Scanning

others that awaited: three burglaries, a homicide, an attempted homicide, a suspected

arson . . .Typical grist.Situated in the heart of the Midwest, the town of Middleton, of fading

industry, shared DNA with cities like New Haven and Providence. Each of that pair had a

golden hub in the center—Yale and Brown—and spokes growing progressively rustier—and

more dangerous—as they radiated outward. Middleton had Mercer College, a beautiful tree-

and garden-filled campus. It was a world away from the shabby one- and two-story commercial

and residential structures in the rest of the downtown area.There were pockets of

redevelopment—Sloan himself lived in one—but they were outnumbered by those of the inner

city, where sex trade, meth, coke, H and guns were bigger draws for entrepreneurs than the

shops where you could get fast greasy food, hair extensions, colorful nails and minutes cards

for your prepaid. Some of the crime was even organized, though only a few of the crews would

make Tony Soprano proud.As he was opening the homicide file, a loud voice intruded.“Sloan,

Pérez, come on in.”The captain stood in the doorway of his glass-walled office. The fifty-year-

old’s dark skin was in stark contrast to his crisp white shirt. Every article of clothing he wore

was always pressed to a flat plane. Sloan wondered if his wife or he did the ironing. He

suspected it was the captain himself, as his wife was a partner in a CPA firm and she worked

all hours. Sloan owned an iron but had never plugged it in.His sometimes partner, narrow and

wiry, his head shaved, rose from his cubicle behind Sloan’s. The man’s eyes were, like Sloan’s,

deep green. Other gold shields in the Pen wanted to joke about this, it seemed, but pulled

back, maybe smelling political incorrectness. Or maybe just not being able to think up anything

funny you could do with eye color.The detectives entered the captain’s office and sat in chairs

that were renowned for making your butt sore in record time.“What do you have going on?”
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AlliG, “Nobody does it better. Jeffery Deaver is the absolute master of the short story. This was

perfectly twisty and dark. Great characters and action scenes.”

Admiralu, “Poetry Loving Bomber. This was a short story about a serial bomber that uses

poetry to describe locales. The police are stumped and bring in a poetry expert. This being a

Jeffrey Deaver book, all is never what it seems. The narrator read this so fast I had to slow it

down. I enjoyed it, but would have liked a different ending.”
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David, “Drawn in from page one. No need to read a chapter or even half the book to see what’s

going on. Scheme gets right to it from the first few pages. Not a put down and read later , it’s a

must read more to figure it all out. Great plot twist. Good read.”

Ken T, “A Fan of Jeffrey Deaver Short Stories.. This is an interesting, good short story which

appears to revolve around a radical group, bombs, and the bomb squad. Or does it? Just

where do poetry and stanzas come into play when dealing with this type of subject? Mr. Deaver

craft fully makes a transition midway and introduces the reader to a completely different genre.

The twist is subtle and satisfying.A fast read which is very nicely done.”

Ginny M Prinkey, “A Must Read. As always, draws you in and holds your attention. I

recommend this book to anyone who follows this author. Very well written and easy to follow. I

know you will enjoy this book so I ask you, what are you waiting for ? Get it now and enjoy !!!”

Me, “Clever. A good book with a surprise ending. Still a mystery to me and, of course, makes

one want and ,need to read the next book in the series. Clever!”

cmac, “How long? Not length of book.... If I ask my question it will be a spoiler to the short story

but I'm hoping it won't take him as long as it will me! I'm just not that quick witted! Wonderful

story. I enjoyed it so much and thank you Mr Deaver.  cb”

Fog, “Scheme. Another great read from Mr. Deaver. Kept me guessing before he explained

what happened & why. I hope these characters show up again in another book.All of his books

are worth reading. Thank you for another one.”

Xine, “Jeffrey Deaver. Another excellent read by Jeffrey Deaver. For those like me who were

brought up reading books before computers and ipad and iphones took over, a Jeffrey Deaver

book is essential to have in your bag for that long train journey or a wait in the waiting room, or

for when your Kindle is misbehaving. Recommend!”

The book by Jeffery Deaver has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 1,015 people have provided feedback.
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